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At present, the whole world is concerned about the US dollar devaluation and the 
U.S. trade deficit. Little efforts have been achieved in discussing US dollar exchange 
rate movements against the impact of the U.S. trade balance, its impact extent and 
process from the perspective of exchange rate pass-through, although the economic 
scholars at home and abroad have conducted considerable research into the 
relationship of the US dollar exchange rate and the U.S. trade balance. Therefore, the 
study of US dollar exchange rate movements against the impact of the U.S. trade 
balance has exerted an important theoretical and practical influence on the choices of 
the U.S. exchange rate policy and the U.S. trade policy. The paper combines the 
theoretical analysis with empirical study to explore U.S. dollar exchange rate 
pass-through effect and exchange rate movements against the effect of U.S. trade 
balance. Theoretical analysis has employed partial equilibrium method to analyze the 
impact of exchange rate movements against trade balances from the view of exchange 
rate pass-through and to expand and supply the Marshall - Lerner condition. However, 
an Empirical study has applied the modern econometrics methods against the US 
dollar exchange rate pass-through effect and its impact on the U.S. trade balance, 
studying the gross effect, appreciation and devaluation effect, country-specific effect 
as well as product structure effect. As a whole, theoretical analysis is coherent to 
empirical study. 
This paper includes seven chapters. 
Chapter one is introduction.This chapter not only describes the background and 
significance of the study, but explains the definition of some important concepts, 
research methods, research content and its structure. 
Chapter two is literature review .This chapter sorts out the current literature from 
theoretical and empirical study of the exchange rate pass-through and the relation of 
exchange rate changes and trade balance at home and abroad respectively, as well as 














Chapter three is based on the elasticity analysis framework,theoritically analyzes 
the effect of exchange rate pass-through, the impact of the import price and export 
price exchange rate pass-through against trade balances, the relationship between the 
import price and export price exchange rate pass-through and the domestic consumer 
prices exchange rate pass-through as well as its impact on the trade balance, the 
impact of exchange rate pass-through of import price and export price against the 
elasticity conditions of import and export, the expansion of the Marshall - Lerner 
condition and even the phenomenon of "J-curve" effect. Theoretical analysis 
concludes that the import and export price pass-through of exchange rate change is 
not as the same as the situation of its impact on the national import and export; The 
import and export price changes caused by exchange rate movements affects the trade 
balance; The domestic consumer prices change resulting from exchange rate 
fluctuations works on the impact of trade balance; The different speed and extent 
between the exchange rate pass-through of import and export prices and that of 
domestic consumer price also influence the changes of trade balance; The elasticity 
condition of exchange rate pass-through and the Marshall - Lerner condition form the 
common conditions that the exchange rate movements impact on the trade balance. 
The expansion and complementarity of Marshall - Lerner condition is summarized as 
follows: in the other unchanged conditions and the initial trade balance deficit, when 
the exchange rate elasticity sum of import demand and export demand is less than or 
equal to one, the domestic currency devaluation deteriorates the trade balance. When 
the exchange rate elasticity sum of import demand and export demand is greater than 
one, the local currency depreciation may not be able to improve its trade balance; The 
study results of "J-curve" phenomenon show that at different dynamic stages, the 
factors which exchange rate depreciation affects on trade balance will be different. 
Chapter four analyzes the US dollar exchange rate, the domestic commodity 
prices, the U.S. trade balance movements since 1990s’.The chapter is not only the 
transition of  theoretical analysis and empirical study, but also the basic work of the 
empirical analysis. A description of the United States phenomenon will help validate 














empirical study more targets. 
Chapter five, with reference to general foreign econometrics estimation approach 
of exchange rate pass-through elasticity, trys to carry through a rough estimation 
against the US dollar exchange rate pass-through elasticity, covering the total prices 
pass-through elasticity econometrics estimation of dollar exchange rate and its 
country-specific econometrics estimation of domestic consumer price pass-through 
elasticity. Empirical study concludes that the US dollar exchange rate pass-through 
against U.S. import prices, export prices, consumer prices, both in the short term and 
in the long term are incomplete, and long-term has still higher pass-through effect in 
relative terms of short-term. The exchange rate pass-through elasticity of U.S. import 
prices is much more than that of the export prices and that of the domestic consumer 
prices, which is different from one to another among U.S.trading partners. The 
pass-through elasticity of US dollar bilateral exchange rate in import and export prices 
is much greater in U.S. trading partners, such as the Netherlands, China, Britain, while 
not much dramatic influence is found in the other trading partners. 
Chapter six uses econometrics methods to prove whether the Marshall - Lerner 
condition is established, to make the empirical research into the relationship of US 
dollar exchange rate movements and trade balance on the study of gross, phases, 
country-specific and commodity structure, and then to explore how the US dollar 
exchange rate movements have impacted on trade balance. Empirical study 
demonstrates that since 1990s’,the Marshall - Lerner condition of the relationship of 
US dollar exchange rate movements and trade balance is established and there is no 
"J-curve" effect, but is far more different effect to different trading partners and types 
of goods.The impact of US dollar exchange rate devaluation against the U.S. trade 
balance is greater than that of those of dollar appreciation; The factors that affect the 
U.S. trade balance include the US dollar exchange rate movements, the own inertia of 
U.S. trade balance, the relative prices and relative output changes of U.S. at home and 
abroad, among which the own inertia of U.S. trade balance presides the dominant 
factor. 














conclusion,this chapter discusses the implications to the adjustment of the U.S. 
exchange rate policy and trade policy , the implications to China’s constituting trade 
policy against U.S.,as well as points out the deficiencies of this paper and the 
expectation for further research. 
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